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Making earlier cancer 
detection a routine part 
of medical care

April 26, 2022
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This presentation contains forward-looking statements concerning our expectations, anticipations, intentions, beliefs or strategies regarding the 
future. These forward-looking statements are based on assumptions that we have made as of the date hereof and are subject to known and 
unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, conditions and events to differ materially from those anticipated. Therefore, you 
should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Examples of forward-looking statements include, among others, statements we 
make regarding expected future operating results; expectations for development of new or improved products and services; our strategies, 
positioning, resources, capabilities and expectations for future events or performance; and the anticipated benefits of our acquisitions, including 
estimated synergies and other financial impacts.

Safe harbor
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1,400+
person commercial team

Targeting largest markets across the 
continuum totaling $60B+
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We’re making earlier cancer detection a routine 
part of medical care to help eradicate the disease

Powerful commercial engine, deep 
relationships, broad foundation

Attacking cancer through early 
detection, starting with screening 

OUR TEAM OUR FLAGSHIP TESTS THE LEADER IN DIAGNOSTICS

1M+
people tested in 1Q22

450+
R&D team members

90+
country presence
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1Q21 1Q22

$370M

$459M

1Q21 1Q22

$240M

$307M

1Q21 1Q22

Cologuard

PreventionGenetics

Total revenue excluding COVID testing grew 24% in 1Q22
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Screening revenue Precision Oncology revenueTotal revenue 
(excluding COVID testing)

+24%

+28%
+18%

International

Precision Oncology

$153M

$129M

$297M

Cologuard revenue includes an immaterial amount of revenue from Biomatrica products;
Precision Oncology includes laboratory service revenue from global Oncotype products and therapy selection products, 
including oncomap™ and oncomap™ ExTra, formerly known as Oncotype Map™ and GEM ExTra®, respectively
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2Q22 2022

Total $485M - 505M $1,985M - 2,032M

Screening $335M - 345M $1,350M - 1,372M

Cologuard $325M - 335M $1,310M - 1,330M

PreventionGenetics $10M $40M - 42M

Precision Oncology $145M - 150M $595M - 610M

COVID testing $5M - 10M $40M - 50M
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Exact Sciences guidance provided April 26, 2022;
Cologuard revenue includes an immaterial amount of revenue from Biomatrica products 

Raising and narrowing full-year revenue 
guidance due to strong start to the year
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Our sales and marketing expertise 
is fueling Cologuard growth

EXACT SCIENCES

Creating urgency to get screened
by partnering with Katie Couric

Improving sales productivity 
by enhancing structure & targeting

Reaching more health care providers
and their staff in person 
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Strong precision oncology core and 
several new growth opportunities

Breast cancer study collaboration

Minimal residual disease 
and recurrence monitoring 

Therapy 
selection

Prognosis & 
therapy guidance

Therapy selection (large panel)

Colon Recurrence Score

Assessing risk
of recurrence

Detecting 
recurrence 
earlier
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Therapy selectionTherapy selection (targeted panel)
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Tumor-informed data

Tumor-naive data
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We’re in a breakthrough period for our pipeline 

BLUE-C prospective readout

Submit to FDA

Feasibility data

Colorectal cancer 
screening

Multi-cancer
early detection

Minimal residual disease 
and recurrence monitoring 

Colon blood case control Clinical validation data

Finalize test design

Begin prospective study

Cologuard 2.0 case control

Launch LDT to generate evidence

EXACT SCIENCES

Initiate additional studies
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Evaluating multiple marker classes to bring the 
most accurate multi-cancer test to patients

methylation

protein mutation

other
biomarkers

Presented data 
at AACR

methylation + 
protein

88%
sensitivity

specificity

97%

Additional data 
coming this year

methylation +
protein +
mutation +
other biomarkers

Source: Katerov et al., AACR Cancer Research abstract (2022)
Note: performance degradation is typical when moving from smaller case control to larger prospective trials; 
currently evaluating whether performance is maintained in early-stage disease across additional cancers 
EXACT SCIENCES
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DIAGNOSIS RECURRENCE

RELAPSE

SCREENING/
SURVEILLANCE

PROGNOSIS/
THERAPY GUIDANCE 

THERAPY 
SELECTION

RECURRENCE
MONITORING

MINIMAL 
RESIDUAL DISEASE

HEREDITARY
CANCER
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Detecting cancer earlier and providing 
smarter answers at every step
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Colon cancer screening test performance comparison

Cologuard Theoretical 
blood test

Cancer sensitivity 92% 80%

Stage I sensitivity 90% 70%

AA sensitivity 42% 15%

Specificity 90% 90%

Cologuard performance source: Imperiale TF et al., N Engl J Med (2014)
Note: blood test performance estimated based on industry data; AA = advanced adenoma 
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Note: CRC blood test modeled at 70%, 85%, 95% and 100% sensitivity for CRC stages I, II, III and IV and 15% advanced adenoma sensitivity 

Modeling data show the challenge of lower performance

LIFE-YEARS GAINED VS # COLONOSCOPIES
LIFETIME PER 1,000 INDIVIDUALS

100% ADHERENCE ASSUMED FOR ALL MODALITIES
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